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Hip-hop’s Funkmaster Flex is known for his "60 Minutes of Funk" mixtapes, and has been seen
on TV customizing celebrity rides and showcasing them across the country on his TV shows,
"All Muscle with Funkmaster Flex" on ESPN and "Ride with Funkmaster Flex" on Spike TV. This
December, he is set to return to the retail racks with an incredible release that is set to join
these two worlds together in a blockbuster release for hip-hop fans and car enthusiasts alike.

  

KOCH Records is thrilled to announce the release of "Funkmaster Flex Car Show Tour," a
brand new 2-Disc, CD/DVD package which will be released on December 6th, 2005. 

  

Funkmaster Flex says, "I''m excited to announce the release of the ''Funkmaster Flex Car Show
Tour.'' This is the first time that great music and cars come together in an outstanding package."

  

"Funkmaster Flex Car Show Tour" is a deluxe CD/DVD release featuring hip-hop's heavy hitters
on the mic, as well as in their rides. The CD portion of this release features new unreleased
music from rap artists Cam''ron, Juelz Santana, Jim Jones, D-Block, Jadakiss, 50 Cent, Mike
Jones, Xzibit, David Banner, Fabolous, Beanie Siegel, Young Buck, Paul Wall, Nas, T.I., and
many more to be announced shortly. 

  

Pop in the the DVD, and you''ll get to see performances by hip-hop rap artists David Banner,
T.I., Fabolous, Cam''ron, Foxy Brown and 50 Cent, along with cameos from: Xzibit, ace custom
car designer Chip Foose, Jim Jones, Julez Santana, Master P, Missy Elliott, DMX, Baby, Busta
Rhymes, and many more. The DVD also features celebrities showcasing their custom cars,
including Ludacris, 50 Cent, Lil'' Kim, Nelly, Busta Rhymes, Baby, Wyclef Jean, Tyson and
more. 

  

The forthcoming track listing will be announced shortly. 
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